
 LIP
AUGMENTATION

E V E R Y T H I N G  Y O U  N E E D  T O  K N O W  
A B O U T  L I P  A U G M E N T A T I O N



Dr Aaron is an internationally trained and highly respected
cosmetic physician with extensive experience in cosmetic medicine.

He frequently works alongside one of

Australia’s top cosmetic surgeons and trains

other medical practitioners in cosmetic

medicine around Australia.

DR AARON STANES

He has pursued multiple post-graduate

qualifications, and has worked in well-

regarded hospitals around Australia as a

medical doctor.

He will always strive for no less than the

best, and put your safety as a priority.

Dr Aaron will always consider your lip

augmentation comprehensively, and

advise when other treatments will work

with a lip augmentation to give you an

even better result.

So, if the perfect pout is something that

you want, get in touch and together we

can give you a result that leaves you

smiling!
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https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/


01TELL ME MORE...
Get the perfect pout with expert lip
fillers done by Dr Aaron, one of
Australia’s leading Cosmetic Doctors.
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Whether you are unhappy with the shape,

volume or definition of your lips, lack a defined

cupid’s bow, or have noticed your lips aren’t as

full as they used to be, a well performed lip

augmentation using Dermal Fillers can help.

Lip concerns are extremely common, especially

with the popularity of social media and selfies.

Join the millions of people world wide who have

experienced first hand the benefits of a well

performed lip augmentation using Dermal

Fillers.

Say goodbye to lip plumpers and lip lining with

lipstick. Whether you want subtle rejuvenation

and hydration, or a proud and sexy pout, Dr

Aaron knows how to achieve it.

Having well balanced lips can help you look

younger, fresher, and give you more confidence.

With loss of lip volume over time, your lips

become thin.

Fortunately, having lip fillers in Melbourne and

Sydney with Dr Aaron is the answer. Using only

the highest quality dermal fillers that have TGA

approval for his lip augmentation procedures,

you can ensure that you are in safe hands.

https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/


02How can a lip
augmentation help
me?

Lip injections work by adding volume

with a biocompatible gel that naturally

holds water, meaning fuller and more

hydrated lips are within reach.

With lip injections in Melbourne or

Sydney, you can say goodbye to the

small, dry and unbalanced lips that

have been bothering you.

Lip fillers are temporary and can be

reversed, so if its not for you, then

there’s no need to worry!
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If you are unhappy with the
shape, size or texture of your
lips, then lip injections in
Melbourne or Sydney with Dr
Aaron can give you your
ideal lips that match how you
feel you deserve to look.

https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/


03Thin Lips
Sadly as we  age, our gums and bones recede causing our top lip to drop, turn

inward and look thinner. This effect is made worse by loss of volume in our

cheeks which also causes the skin on our face to sag downwards. Our natural,

beautiful definition is also spoiled by sun damage, freckles and cold sores and

our lips look less… well, less kissable! So, how do we restore that youthful look?

The best effect by far is to restore volume. Lip enhancement uses dermal fillers

to return your lips to the kissable condition they were when you were younger,

or to enhance naturally thin lips. We have several techniques for these

treatments and tailor the treatment to suit your desired outcome.

AREAS OF CONCERN
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Gummy Smile
Do you feel embarrassed by your gummy smile?

Showing excessive areas of gum when smiling is a common problem. Many

patients complain their gummy smile makes them self-conscious when smiling or

laughing in social situations. Fortunately, there is a treatment to help people

regain their confidence when smiling. Targeted low dose muscle relaxant

injections to the lip elevator complex of muscles in combination with lip filler is a

great option.

Botched
With the demand for dermal fillers skyrocketing, there has now become a surge

of providers offering them, not all of whom have the adequate skills or training.

This in turn increases the risk of developing complication or dissatisfaction with

the results. As Dr Aaron has expert knowledge of all cosmetic procedures and an

artistic eye, he will be able to provide you the corrective services you may be

seeking to revise or undo a 'botched' procedure.

https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/
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Prior to having your lip augmentation, you

will have a comprehensive consultation

with Dr Aaron Stanes, where your concerns

will be discussed, your goals will be

established, and your bespoke treatment

plan formulated. 

Dr Aaron will take the time to understand

how you want your lips to look, and then

guide you on how, using Dermal Fillers,

that look can be achieved.

You will be provided with anaesthetic,

ensuring your procedure is as comfortable

as possible. Your lip injections will take 15-

20 minutes. It is important to never rush a

lip augmentation procedure, as they must

be done with care to ensure you get the

perfect pout that compliments your smile.

Dr Aaron only uses the best lip fillers

available on the market. They are designed

to give you a result that looks good straight

away, and a result that lasts.

The Procedure
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https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/
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Is lip fillers safe?
Lip Fillers are extremely safe when

performed by an experienced

Cosmetic Doctor.

FAQS

What are the side effects?
The main side effects of Lip Fillers are

bruising and swelling, which settle

over a few days.

How do I know if treatment is right
for me?
If you feel your lips lack definition, are

too small for your face, thin out when

you smile, or are changing as you get

older, then a Lip Augmentation may

be the perfect treatment for you.
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Is the procedure painful?
Lip filler is generally well tolerated. Dr

Aaron offers a number of different

options for anaesthetic to ensure your

procedure is as comfortable as

possible.

How long does the lip filler last?
Results are seen immediately, and last

6-12 months on average.

https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/


TIME

Lip enhancement treatment takes 10-15 minutes.

PRICE

Prices start from $600 depending on your goals and the
complexity of treatment.

RESULTS

Results are immediate. You are able to resume most activity
immediately.
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OTHER TREATMENTS TO COMPLIMENT YOUR PROCEDURE

Under Eye Augmentation

Cheek Contouring

Non-Surgical Rhinoplasty

Thread Lift

Jawline Contouring

https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/
https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/concern/facial-features/under-eye-treatment/
https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/concern/facial-features/cheeks/
https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/concern/facial-features/nose/
https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/thread-lifting/
https://www.draaronaesthetics.com.au/concern/facial-features/jawline/


If the Lip Augmentation procedure has your interest, and you want to
treat yourself to the perfect pout, then contact Dr Aaron today to

arrange a consultation.

You’ll have plenty of time to ask questions, and get everything you
need to make the decision to proceed with the Lip Augmentation

procedure.

B O O K  N O W

I'M INTERESTED

THANK YOU!

https://dr-aaron-stanes.au1.cliniko.com/bookings?practitioner_id=91216#location
https://www.facebook.com/draaronaesthetics
https://www.pinterest.com.au/draaronstanes/
https://www.instagram.com/draaronstanes/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aaron-s-21b903b6/

